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When looking to add new agents to your agency, 
finding individuals who can add value 
immediately is important. Additionally, finding 
the right person who will fit your job and your 
agency will increase the probability of positive 
impact for your agency’s short- and long-term 
objectives. 

The investment in hiring a new sales person can 
be daunting. Some research suggests that making 
the wrong sales hire can cost $150,000-$300,000. Making new sales hires directly from 
university sales programs changes the investment story. Such new hires reach financial 
breakeven points thirty percent faster and remain with their firms forty percent longer than 
untrained sales professionals (Fogel et al. 2012).  

So how does a real estate agency interact with this qualified student population? How do you 
draw their attention to your available positions? How can your agency attract such individuals to 
your sales positions? And how can recruiting managers ensure the best job-person fit? 
Capitalizing on this attractive talent pool requires intentional activity from promoting awareness 
of positions through branding and recruiting efforts to engaging with university faculty. To gain 
a real foothold in this market, your organization will want to leverage students’ networks and use 
their preferred methods for contacting the students. 

In this article, we share highlights from our recently published article, “Developing a 
Stakeholder Approach for Recruiting Top-Level Sales Students,” which was published in the 
April issue of the Journal of Marketing Education. Our research team comprises academic 
leaders from seven top university sales programs. We are delighted to share this information with 
the Keller Center Research Report audience. 

Create Awareness for Your Opportunity among the Sales Student Population 

To promote student awareness of specific opportunities within your real estate agency, you 
should focus your branding and marketing messages on the intangible benefits of your open 
positions, the level selectivity represented in your hiring practices, and the ethical standards and 
culture of the agency. 
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Several studies that our research team has conducted show that four of the top five job 
characteristics desired by sales students from these top university programs were the 
“intangibles.” Such sales students expect that you will offer an opportunity that provides for a 
competitive compensation package. Therefore, these students begin to weigh the intangibles 
associated with various positions against one another. Amidst advancement opportunity, 
company financial stability, job security and fit with personal goals, compensation ranked third 
in terms of importance and was the only tangible benefit in the top five desired features and even 
still, was not number one. Leverage intentional messaging which emphasizes the advancement 
opportunity, stability of your agency or larger organization, and how your opportunity can fit 
with personal goals will create a lasting impression that resonates with these new sales 
professionals and increases awareness of your opportunity 

Our research suggests that communicating specific activities experienced in a position 
strengthens awareness and recall of employer/recruiter messages more than communicating 
general company information or tangible benefits offered. Knowing that select sales candidates 
are sought for specific positions increases student awareness and recall of positions available. 

A lingering stereotype of sales as a profession fraught with unethical practices is 
counterproductive to the recruitment of talented individuals for sales-related positions. 
Emphasizing social responsibility and ethical business practices will help build memorable and 
desirable employment brands among sales student populations. 

To increase awareness of agency-specific positions, real estate professionals should include 
frontline employee experiences in development of brand messages and include peer-group 
experiences in the hiring process. Front-line or entry level agents will be best at communicating 
opportunity information in ways that are easily understandable and credible to student 
candidates. Firms who send only “older” representatives may miss opportunity when attempting 
to build such connections. Additionally, using group interviews or introducing candidates to 
peers already employed within the organization will significantly impact awareness of the 
opportunities available to students. 

Higher student awareness of opportunities will be achieved if positions are publicized through 
the specific sales program or business school. A 2005 study found that frequency of interactions 
between faculty and company representatives had a significant correlation with job awareness 
among students (Chapman et al, 2005). Creating meaningful interactions with faculty will 
prompt faculty to publicize your opportunities. The key is to consider how to make such 
interactions meaningful for the faculty member.  

Merely sponsoring an activity based on the campus or at your firm is insufficient to rise to the 
requisite level of interactions to compel this desired faculty response. Offering to speak in 
faculty members’ classes does not meet the standard of “meaningful.” (One of the most common 
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phrases that a faculty member hears from someone in industry is, “I’d love to speak in your class 
and share my experiences with your students.”)  

Instead of seeking to be interesting to the faculty member, engage the faculty member with a real 
interest in his/her work, classes, etc. Like any good sales call, do your homework, learn about the 
faculty member’s research initiatives, see what classes might be listed by his/her name. Then, 
ask the professor, “what resources might be most helpful to you with respect to your research in 
XYZ area?” We teach our students to focus on being interested in others rather than attempting 
to be interesting where you draw all of the focus to yourself. 

Recruit Sales Students in a Productive Manner 

Recognize the Faculty Relationship  

Active recruitment of individual students well matched to your agency positions relies heavily on 
the relationship students and recruiters have with university faculty. Sales faculty are perfectly 
positioned to bridge the relationship between recruiters and students. Faculty monitor the 
interactions between students and recruiters and encourage the right engagements while 
adjusting for information gleaned through various channels. 

Nurturing relationships with university faculty promotes student awareness of available positions 
and student attraction to those positions. When faculty have a deep understanding of 
recruiter/manager’s open positions, beyond merely that such positions exist, there will be an 
increase person-job fit for sales students and graduates.  

For example, if you have updated your entry-level sales position’s job description or changed the 
way your sales team works together, use such updates as an opportunity to engage your target 
faculty “just to keep them abreast.” Such updates will be short calls requiring no action on the 
part of faculty, which are perfect encounters for relationship-building.  

Agency leaders may want to consider sponsoring 
sales programs activities and then working closely 
with sales faculty during the program development 
and execution. Engaging faculty through their 
events gives agency leaders the opportunity to 
understand the sales program while also engaging 
directly with students. Driving awareness and top-
talent interview opportunities requires publicized 
company involvement with the student population. 

Working with university sales faculty to recruit sales students for internships will increase 
faculty understanding of your position’s benefits and requirements. Additionally, faculty can be 
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instrumental in developing the internship programs by ensuring that the features of the internship 
align with student expectations given their sales program education. So, if you do not have a 
formal internship program, ask faculty from one of your target universities to provide advice for 
structuring your internship program. Engaging the faculty for develop creates early relationship-
building opportunities for you. Finally, faculty are positioned to receive honest feedback from 
students regarding internship experiences, which can be relayed to recruiters in order to improve 
internship programs. Be sure to ask faculty for feedback about your internship program. 

Contact and Connect with Students According to THEIR Preferences 

How you contact and connect with students matters and directly impacts the efficacy of your 
recruitment results. Refining and aligning these strategies will lead to increased recruitment via 
increased position attractiveness to students and higher rates of job-person fit for recruits. 

Students are influenced by many sources when it comes to their career-path decisions. These 
sources include family, friends, sales professors, family friends, alumni, and mentors. Real estate 
leaders can tap connections into these key influencers and leverage those connections to attract 
strong candidates for agency positions. Communication via networks of alumni-employees, 
faculty and staff, and parents, mentors, and friends results in higher attractiveness rates among 
sales students. 

As mentioned earlier, internships nurture the recruiter-faculty relationship thus increasing strong 
student candidates and faculty endorsements. Internships also deepen the connections between 
strong student candidates and the leaders of the real estate agency. Students rate companies as 
more attractive who offer internship positions than companies that do not. Internships allow 
students to see the daily demands of the position first hand. Internships also allow for deeper 
connections between professionals from the agency and students long before full-time positions 
are considered. Additionally, interns become a credible source of company and position 
information to their peers at the university. 

Not surprisingly, students are attracted to sales positions with companies that demonstrate a 
genuine interest in the students and which display a professional and positive attitude. A 
recruiter, for example, may be the first impression a student has of an agency and thereby serves 
as a positioning “vehicle” beyond initial brand awareness. It is essential that an agency’s 
recruiter creates a positive first impression. Additionally, recruiters demonstrating a genuine 
personal interest in individual students will motivate such students to keep the real estate agency 
in consideration for the student’s post-graduation job. Additionally, maintaining professionalism 
throughout the recruitment process is important. Based on the experiences across these seven 
universities, we find that recruiters can take on too casual of a demeanor in an attempt to relate to 
young candidates, which in turn creates more of a void than a connection as students perceive the 
agency as lacking in professionalism.  
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Students rate sales positions with companies as more attractiveness when those companies use 
in-person communication during the sales-student recruitment process. Interestingly, students 
prefer personal communication over less personal forms such as phone or Internet (Dixon & 
Adamson, 2012). Additionally, Robinson and Stubberud (2012) found that social communication 
forms used by university students were not the preferred methods for school and work activities. 
Face-to-face was most preferred for both work and school. Increasing the use of in person and 
personal email communication will increase the agency and positions’ appeal to student 
candidates. 

Conclusion 

Real estate agency leaders may find attracting talent from university sales programs to be a 
viable strategy for growing the real estate agency. To recruit talented, impactful candidates from 
the pool of individuals graduating from university sales programs, the agency leader needs 
carefully formulated connection and contact strategies and intentional branding. Such activities 
enable managers to increase awareness of agency positions among these high-potential sales 
students, increase the attraction of such students to your agency’s opportunity, and improve the 
selection of a candidate who truly fits your position and your organization. Hiring talented 
candidates with a strong understanding of the sales process will ensure that growth is in your 
agency’s future. 

For more information on university sales programs, please visit 
www.universitysalescenteralliance.org  
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